SAP System Landscape Optimization

Rapid ROI by use of efficient system
Optimization of architecture, business processes and support
Including first-hand information on NetWeaver System Landscapes
This reference book serves as an essential collection of insights, procedures, processes and tools that help you unlock the full potential of your SAP systems. First, hit the ground running with a detailed introduction to SAP NetWeaver and the mySAP Business Suite. Then, elevate your mastery of key concepts such as system architecture, security, Change and Transport Management, to name just a few. All of the practical advice and detailed information provided is with a clear focus on helping you guide your team to achieve a faster return on investment. The authors place a strong emphasis on architecture, software, service and support, as well as solution management -- each of which is thoroughly examined. Readers will also acquire an extensive understanding of concepts related to the optimization of key business processes by learning about performance, System Landscape Optimization (SLO), Workflow/WebFlow, and much more. This indispensable and easy-to-read guide can be consulted again and again.

Highlights include:-
Understanding SAP architectural concepts (system architecture, Change and Transport Management, solution management, lifecycle management) - Optimizing system architectures (processes, availability, reliability, security, performance) - Leveraging support services (quality factors, Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) Best Practices - Optimizing business processes (performance, SLO Services, Business Workflow/WebFlow, Reverse Business Engineer (RBE), SAP Exchange Infrastructure (XI), Business Process Redesign) - Real-time monitoring of operational processes
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